
G & J Distillers Effluent Plant Description & Operation 

 

G & J Distillers effluent system comprises a 30k Ltr underground effluent interceptor tank, 

Endress Hauser flow meter, PH monitoring equipment, acid and caustic PH adjustment, 

manual and auto valves to allow recirculation back to tank when PH is out of range and an 

auto sampler for drawing off samples for UU’S weekly analysis. The system automatically 

discharges the contents of the interceptor tank to United utilities foul sewer once PH 

parameters have been met. There is a weir outflow at high level inside the underground 

interceptor tank so if there is a major incident and the interceptor is full the flow goes over 

the weir and into United utilities foul sewer in this circumstance United utilities will be 

informed directly. The plant is monitored daily we record PH Levels and outflow volumes. 

 

Bottling hall – All channel drains within the bottling hall from lines 1, 2 & 3 run directly into 

the underground interceptor tank, on site we do not use any chemicals for cleaning the 

filler machines, when going from one product to another Gin to Vodka or Brandy to Gin etc, 

we use the Water CIP machine this is a set of three tanks situated in the corner of the 

bottling hall two of which have electrical heating elements and one without the feed into 

this Water CIP machine is by gravity through a 2” Stainless steel pipe line fed from the three 

40k Ltr De-min water storage tanks situated above the De-min room. 

 

Tank Farm 1 – This main tank farm is approx. 85m long by 10m wide it has three sump 

areas equally placed on the bund wall nearest the distilleries, each of the sumps has an 

outflow valve situated on the road side of the bund wall adjacent to each of the sump 

areas, in normal operation these valves are in the closed position and only opened during a 

tank washout, again this wash out does not use chemicals but only ambient de-min water 

approx. 15k Ltr per tank/feed and return line to clean. 

 

Distilleries 1 & 2 – Both distilleries have Aco channel drains running the length of the 

distilleries, these drains take the washings of the stills following distillation, at the end of 

distillation the alcohol has been removed from the stills and what is left behind is a mixture 

of water and botanicals, we use a modified skip to trap all the solid particular matter like 

juniper berries, coriander seeds Angelica root etc the remaining liquid drops through the 

skip and into the Aco channel drain which ends up at the underground interceptor. 

 

Roadway (Tanker loading / offloading) – All Aco drain channels around the distilleries and 

tanker loading / offloading areas are routed into the underground interceptor tank, this 

means that unfortunately we must pay for the discharge of rainwater falling on site. 



In general tanker deliveries are approx. 28k – 32K Lts either grain or molasses spirit at 96% 

Alcohol or bottling strength product e.g. Brandy at 36% Tanker deliveries occur between 

the hours of 6am to 6pm. After paperwork approval, seal checking and sample approval the 

operative connects the offloading hose to the tanker, checks the pipe work route and starts 

the offloading process, the operator then walks the route of the pipe work to the receiving 

tank checking for leaks, depending on which offloading point is being used it takes between 

40 Mins – 1hr 20 to offload tankers at Risley. 

 

De-Min Plant Room – We have a two stage demineralisation process. At the first stage the 

potable towns water is put through a water softener and an Organic trap and is collected in 

a 5k Ltr semi treated tank within the de-min room, the Water softener and Organic trap use 

Brine water for their regeneration the waste water outflow from this equipment goes 

directly into underground drains which lead directly into the underground interceptor tank. 

The second stage is Ion exchange where the water from the semi treated tank is taken by 

one of two de-min machines put through cation and Anion resin exchange beds and 

pumped into the De-min water storage tanks situated above the De-min plant room, the 

Cation and Anion resin beds use Hydrochloric acid 28% and Caustic soda 32% to regenerate, 

the machines wash both Cation & Anion beds simultaneously and the bulked discharge of 

the regeneration process gives a PH value of between 6 – 9 and a volume discharge of 

approx. 3k Lts  

 

Boiler room – We use two shell and firetube five ton an hour boilers running duty and 

stand-by as the motive power for running all of our stills in both distilleries. Every eight 

hours the running boiler performs a blowdown which discharges a set quantity of boiler 

feed water to a blow down vessel the discharge from this vessel is cooled using towns 

water and then flows into drains which lead directly to the underground interceptor tank. 

 

Cooling Towers – We have three cooling towers at Risley these are situated on the cooling 

tower roof area directly above the boiler room. These towers are automatically kept topped 

up with softened water, we use Bromine tablets to control micro biological activity, we 

have the towers tested for Legionella regularly. Like the Boilers the cooling towers have a 

blow down facility which discharges water to bring the conductivity back within 

specification this outflow goes from the roof top into a 6” plastic drainpipe which flows into 

our drains which are connected to the underground interceptor tank. 

 


